The aim of this article is to repent atheists, and to improve (if it is possible) the theism of theists.

The argument of design. Why it is called argument, but not a scientific proof? The method of science called "methodological naturalism" excludes from peer-review discussion (however, the arXiv includes the non-peer-review one) the theological face of reality. Thus, there can not be the "scientific" proof of God. And since the definition of Science is the "quest for Knowledge", the proof of God can not be named even a "proof". Thus, remains the word "argument". But latter is from the verb "to argue". Latter suggests, that the atheists are not crazy at all, but have valid (in the eyes of God) position in the known debates. Thus, the atheists will not be punished in hell.

Any change to that simple line of thought is not possible due to the satan's dictatorship over the Earth. What to do? Just forget about the imperfect notions and failing terms and read the following text with open mind of a truth-seeker.

Opponent: "Science is there to test and be tested. That's the whole point of it. To repeatedly test to either validate or discard hypotheses."

Not in theoretical physics, and not in Evolutionary Biology.

Opponent: "How much work have you done in physics?"

Fallacy of Appeal to Authority is detected! Stop him!

A theist is like the sheep, surrounded by malicious wolfs: "Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of wolves: be ye therefore wise as serpents, and harmless as doves." Matthew 10:16. Proof: while current discussion some "wolf" has written instead of God's Holy Name, the "Godaddit" or something. Why? Because, according
to many Bible verses, the Name of God is in fact God, the essence of God. Now it would be easy to you: All, that comes from God is God's name, e.g., Love. Thus, Love is God. People are longing to Name:
"What's Your Name? - Song For Kids"
https://youtu.be/pv0ZWoEYIT4

The watch in the forest. Of course, because we are used to the thought, that any watch is made by watchmaker, not God, the found watch in the forest will not be associated with God, but with a human. But nevertheless, what the watch in the forest teaches us? It teaches us, that (as Newton ones demonstrated) nature is not a chaos. There is order in nature. And the transition between pre-historic chaos (latter includes absence of running time and space) into ordered life (with all its libraries, churches, institutes, galleries, love and dresses) needs either the God, or the wonder (wonder is defined as an exclusion from the every-day laws), and, thus, the Wonder-maker is needed.

The Dr. Stephen Hawking has understood it and tried to solve it in bestseller "Grand Design" by writing "because there is law like gravity, the Universe can and will create itself from nothing."
What did the Stephen by that wording? He simply named the wonder of Big Bang as the law of nature. But there is logical conflict: a law holds at any time and in any place, but Big Bang would happened only once.

Design is another word for the order: yes, it is not a human to design the snowflakes, but the God Himself. He has designed the laws and matter to form in the end the snowflakes.
Someone strange argues, that it is not proven, that we have any order at all. But, there is Bible. It is book. It has ordered sentences.
Thus, there is order in nature, look: for atheists the humans are just part of nature. Thus, for atheists even a design (made by humans, so made by nature) is in nature. Who made the designed then nature?!

The Multiverse, the seeding life on Earth aliens with UFOes, the many-world interpretation of Quantum Mechanics, are to explain the chaos-order transitions (not only at beginning of time, but also at the starts of life and the intelligent life). But due to the local character of the entropy of Non-equilibrium Thermodynamics, the other universes can not influence the chaos-order problems in our Universe. Yes, one might think, that we are born in such place, where the fundamental constants have perfect value, but in any case, the chaos-order transitions are necessary, including at the beginning of time: transition from Nothing to Something.

The Spirit of Creation is God, and the God is the Spirit of Creation. As well as Love is God, God is Love; Truth is God, God is Truth; Wisdom is God and God is Wisdom. God is Spirit of. Spirit of order and design. And yes, all what exists is
designed and ordered. Why? It is always the Son (Read it "Son", not Sun as in here): "The Stranglers - Always The Sun"
https://youtu.be/cYQTL-ws6p4

Young childrens are longing to Creator: https://creation.com/children-see-the-world-as-designed

Opponent: "world is complicated, so the Creator must be more complicated. Then who has created the Creator? By the way, there are millions gods and hundreds of religions, what advise you give to an atheist to find the true God and the true Religion? By the way, the God of the Old Testament is evil."

You are mixing two different questions: 1. does God exist? 2. what to know about Him? It is violation of Aristotle Logic. Thus, concentrate yourself on the first question. Then, after meeting the God, you soon will get correct knowledge. You will understand then, that He is not evil at all! I asked: "is the world created?" After getting the answer, we can find out something about the Creator.

Opponent: "Knowledge (even hidden) must someone know. Therefore, there is the all-knowing tiny, pink, invisible elephant in my backyard."

You have just started the "glorious" way of a new world religion: the church of tiny, pink, invisible elephant. However, as written above, there are hundreds of religions and new ones are being added every day. But you are mixing two questions: 1. Is there God? 2. What we know about Him? As atheist, you must concentrate yourself on the first one. Try correctly answer the question: "is the world created?". In the sense, the atheism is different from Theism only by matter of Love. Love your God, - says the Bible. Knowledge (even hidden) must someone know. Therefore, there is the all-knowing God.

Opponent: "if the world is designed, but how God made it?"

"Fallacy of Mixing Two Questions Together" detected! First, you must repent, that you do not believe in God (because you are constantly making self-deception, then you are deciever like satan), and alles then to ask something specific about Him. Faith, according to Wikipedia peer-review sources, is the faithfulness to knowledge. Therefore God must be proven for theists. We know our God, at least that He is not Zeus or satan. Any knowledge of a human is defined as knowledge of his God; God knows, that God exists, so the God is proven to exist. After meeting with God, you will recognize, that He is Creativity: the Spirit of Creation. What does Creativity? He creates, it is His essence. But there is the problem called "self-deception". Look how that is possible: the Flying Spaghetti Monster was just an "innocent" trolling of religion, but now it is a new religion itself. The members do know, that spaghetti is not God and not even alive, but never saying that: "show must go on!"
Atheists know God, but do not love Him, so they lie to themselves that they are atheists. Atheist test: how much is $2 + 2$ in school program? A true Theist cannot answer anything but 4. Opponent: "in this case, the entire exam test is to identify believers." Faith is faithfulness to Knowledge. Knowledge requires fidelity. Namely, if I ask you about $2 + 2$ and you would answer 666 (however you yourself know that the answer is 4), then you are not true to your knowledge. Why are you not faithful to knowledge? Because Knowledge is the Name of God. The spirit of knowledge is God himself.

Question: how to make friends?

How to get acquainted with atheists, you "need" to learn from satan (who is master to mix good with evil); and the art of meeting with theists is from Jesus Christ. There are two personalities who have keys to people, to their heart: God and the devil. They will "trample" any human resistance: "And he said, Who art thou, LORD? And the LORD said, I am Jesus whom thou persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick against the pricks." Acts 9:5. Those who will end up in hell can be opened with the key of the devil, and those who end up in Paradise are now being opened with the Key of Compassion and Respect. There is a Dichotomy: Theist and Atheist. Therefore, who is not a completely true theist, is he essentially an atheist? Consequently, the satan is the very first atheist, being the source of Atheism; then the atheist lies, that he is atheist, because satan knows God.

Opponent: "we were all born godless."


I have published several scientific-religious articles in the Estonian newspaper and made a report at faculty of Physics. I did not suspect that they could not stand Jesus on the spirit, and was kicked out from the "train of scientific community".

Opponent: "If you were born in Turkey, you would argue that Islam is true, everything else is a lie."

First of all, I would prove God, would prove that the Big Bang is impossible without God (see the video by Dr. Kaku). And only after that to speak of Him.

Opponent: tell the God of Anger the "you shall not kill!"

The Bible must be interpreted based on the general context, and not be tied to a single phrase. I have here the attempt to heal the old separation between the heart (faith) and mind (Science). What a better world will it be without conflict between mind and heart! Everyone has the right to choose. But not the
wrong choice! The God of the Bible has damned those who chose sin! Freedom is defined as an action within God's laws (first of all they are the Ten Commandments). That is why even ordinary criminals are not free, but instead sit in prisons (the cases, where police accidently kills an innocent, is sin of satan, not of police: do not mix good and evil: Police comes from God, so corruption is not the True Police). You might ask: "If faith is the truth, why are there so many faiths out there, even within individual religions?" Because Paradise is Lost. However, God has single faith and single Knowledge within his mind. "Do you think I came to bring peace on earth? No, I tell you, but division." Luke 12:51.

Jesus Christ is perfect not because of following written and unwritten instructions and never making compromises, but because He has followed the call of Father in His pure heart: "After the festival was over, while his parents were returning home, the boy Jesus stayed behind in Jerusalem, but they were unaware of it." Luke 2:43; "But so that we may not cause offense, go to the lake and throw out your line." Matthew 17:27; "The Son of Man came eating and drinking, and you say, 'Here is a glutton and a drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and sinners.' Luke 7:34.

"Clean heart" is the unity with God: "Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God." Matthew 5:8. But the following the unclean heart causes sin and death: "They will put you out of the synagogue; in fact, the time is coming when anyone who kills you will think they are offering a service to God." John 16:2; "When the disciples James and John saw this, they asked, "LORD, do you want us to call fire down from heaven to destroy them?" Luke 9:54.

Who can tell do the editors of journals, who groundlessly reject my correct papers, sin against the will of God or not? Let us wait for the Judgement Day then: "Many will say to me on that day, 'LORD, LORD, did we not prophesy in your name and in your name drive out demons and in your name perform many miracles?' Matthew 7:22.

Opponent: "How God of Love justifies hell?"

The devils and their satan are not existent in the eyes of God of Existence. Why? Because evil and devils do not come from God. Why? Because God is Pure Light and Pure Good. The angel Lucifer has lost own existence by hating the God of Existence. And the semi-goodness is evil, because no gramm of darkness comes from Pure Light. Thus, even the scientific scepticism with its burden of proof and indifference towards authors in scientific community is simply from satan.

Consider the possibility of the existence of an omniscient God. If such exists, then He knows about His existence. Therefore, at the moment there is a hidden knowledge of the existence of God. Q.E.D.
One can argue that a person, although he does not know everything, but at least he knows about own existence. No! Only the All-Knowing can surely know that he himself is not an illusion. Illusion is a violation of the logic of Aristotle. If logic somewhere in the universe is broken, then you are an illusion yourself. Attempt to explain the Big Bang led to the conclusion that there is no Reality: see video, that "the universe does not exist" from Dr. Michio Kaku. Therefore, the Universe needs the Creator.

If an atheist truly removes Religion from his mind, will Science be unchanged?

Religion in an atheist would be stronger than that of a theist: due to a self-deception, "because that which may be known of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it unto them." Romans 1:19.

I have visited many places, and looked for the mixing of Science with Religion. Can such a mixture be found? It seems, that the Creation Scientists ("Creationists") have many research papers in the creation.com, but they do not alter the mainstream science: they do not prove the God, but rather are making compromises with humanistic disbelief, saying, that God does not want to be scientifically proved. Just like the Religion was like a personal hobby of Newton.

There are plenty of religious scientists, like the Newton and Einstein, but they did not include a function of angels into the equations. But it would be easy to do: replace the Newton second law with a \( m = F + G \), where \( G \) is spiritual force. And the miracles of Bible, will point to the fact, that \( G \) is not always the zero. Following information is not only on YouTube: "Miraculous Levitating Stone Shivapur, Maharashtra" [https://youtu.be/XQfXldCNlpg](https://youtu.be/XQfXldCNlpg)

The miracles (including the working E-Cat [https://arxiv.org/abs/1504.01261](https://arxiv.org/abs/1504.01261) ) are not always replicable, because of the Free-Will of God: "And He did not many mighty works there because of their unbelief." Matthew 13:58. However, because of mixture of Religion with Science, there are areas, where miracles are replicable always, e.g., it is Dark Matter, which has violated the Newton Physics.

Science has acknowledged (universe does not exist, - says Dr. Michio Kaku on YouTube with references to peer-review papers) that it cannot explain the Big Bang, and that it has no naturalistic disclosure, it will not, and cannot be. Secondly, Dark Matter is in space, but cannot be obtained in the laboratory. Why then it is not the matter of angels?

Here, through prayer to God, He shared with me the knowledge of the Fermat Last Theorem, Black Holes, Energy, and Dark Matter: [http://vixra.org/abs/1907.0398](http://vixra.org/abs/1907.0398)
Prior to 7000BC is realm of Virtual Reality, after is Realm of Actual Reality; and angels (and Dark Matter) are made of virtual matter. Virtual reality is defined as mathematical inserts in equations. Therefore, a virtual object is not directly detected by measuring instruments. Here there are underground detectors of particles of Dark Matter, but they showed nothing.

Experimental evidence is here "Virtual Matter acts on Actual Matter"
https://youtu.be/_7sSJCgvRZ4

"Are Virtual Particles A New Layer of Reality?"
https://youtu.be/zfOvwcC0ik

Opponent: "So does this mean all the evidence for events before 7000BC are false? What about evidence for events that happened after 7000BC, that are consistent with events that appear to have happened before 7000BC? Are you saying that there was NO Reality until 9k years ago? Or that there is no such thing as "Dark Matter"?

People, must I really add to paper, that Virtual Reality is Reality, only Virtual; and Actual Reality is Reality, only Actual? Open your mind! Reality is defined as all, that exists; existence is defined as coming from the God of Existence. The evil and evil ones do not come from God of Holiness. So, because God of Good is not evil, a sinner can lose own existence in the God's opinion: "Adam, where are you?" (Bible).

There is absolutely nothing in common between Good and evil: "Who lives in unapproachable light" 1 Timothy 6:16. Atheists seemingly talking about God, in fact are talking not about our Existent God, but about own idol: non-existent god. Why? Because the Christian Theology says, that any wrong thought of God is an idol, mental idol. In the area of non-existence ("universe should not exist", - says Dr. Michio Kaku in YouTube with references to peer-review material) even god is non-existent. Non-existent idol has many names: "angel of death", death, satan, devil, Russel's Teapot, Flying Spaghetti Monster, "red dragon in my garage" (exact same red dragon is in the Bible, Revelation), "pink elephant under my bed", etc.

2019 WIKIPEDIA on "Faith":
Religious people often think of faith as confidence based on a perceived degree of warrant:

https://books.google.ee/books?id=U4VqOAuQWagC&dq=christian+faith+warranted

Creation needs the Creator! "He who testifies to these things says, "Yes, I am coming soon." Amen. Come, LORD Jesus." Revelation 22:20

Is love created by God, or is it God himself? And is God lucky?

After the several derivations of God [the official press: "World of Orthodoxy": nrs.1,6,9 in 2009; "Walk" (26.01.2011)], the author studies in deep the essence of God. Yes, is known, that the God is Love, but do we feel God, when we feel Love? Yes, according to many verses of the Bible. The Catholic Saint, Dr. Thomas Aquinas has written, that God is Existence, and Existence is God, as quote: "essence and existence are the same in God", Summa theologica Vol.1, question 2, article 4. But I argue, that all, that comes from God, namely the spirit of the things and notions, is in fact the essence of God, it is His personality. Spirit of Love is the spirit, because it is not a particular one time made kiss or gift, but it is the Love in general, it is the driving motor of all acts and manifestations of Love. Thus, God perfectly knows about all, because He is the Spirit of all; here Jesus agrees, that Life is God: "I am the Way and the Truth and the Life." John 14:6, and the Truth is God: "the Spirit of truth. The world cannot accept Him, because it neither sees Him nor knows Him. But you know Him, for He lives with you and will be in you." John 14:17. People are longing to Truth: "Truth Song Honesty Song (Learn Honesty for Kids"
https://youtu.be/hNq1G92lZmA

Yes, the God is not a tree, but the tree comes from Creativity of God. Therefore, God is Creativity, God is Love, and God is Order. Therefore, the Spirit of Love, Creativity, and Order is essence of God; because, just as Dr. Thomas Aquinas argumented, that Existence is Essence of God. Therefore, Love is God, because Love is essence of God: "Whoever lives in love lives in God, and God in them." 1 John 4:16, "He that loveth not knoweth not God; for God is love." 1 John 4:8.


https://www.christianforums.com/threads/does-catholic-saint-dr-thomas-aquinas-has-written-that-god-is-existence-and-existence-is-god.8124793/

Recommended Method to read the paper:

Do not be lazy, read the every single word; and the method to read this paper you get from this lecture.
To my definition, the Love is God, because Love unites two people. Love Unites. Therefore, True Love is always mutually shared. Non-shared Love from your side can not be called love, but rather the addiction. But then you might ask "the Bible commands to love even your personal enemy, he is not sharing the love with you, is he?" No, the enemy does not share the love with you, but the love to the enemy is in fact the love to Jesus Christ. Because you love your God (mutually), and all His plans then.

Indifference does not originate from God. From God comes only Love. Perfect Love. The Love at first sight: "God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us." Romans 5:8. To a Bible researcher: and because Love is defined as mutually shared, the God's love to His enemy means, that Love is in fact God.

What you heard about love at first sight? Ringo Starr said once he was "certain that it happens all the time." In the Bible God tells us to love even personal enemies. Enemy has not deserved our love, as has not deserved the love a stranger on the street. Thus, if we are commanded to love an enemy, then we must love more than enemy the stranger on a street; thus, at first sight. Spirit of Love is God, thus, Love can not be deserved ever. Love can be lost (because devil has lost own existence, thus we do not love devil), but "Love comes first": "Belinda Carlisle - Heaven Is A Place On Earth"

https://youtu.be/P-WP6POdTgY

Woman: "his kindness & thoughtfulness won me over so two mos. after first date, when he asked me to marry him, I said yes"

He was not repelling from the moment you met him. You loved Him as you would love any human, just because we are all of the same blood: Adam+Eve=Love. Greeks are wrong, they have divided love. To "win you" was meant to convince you to have family with him, it did not mean to win your love.

The pagan-minded Greeks divided Love into many kinds (and recall how godless science speculates in Wikipedia, that Mitochondrial Eve and Y-Chromosomal Adam have not sex with each other: the divorce in action!). No, there is only one Love, because He is the Undivided Holy Trinity. My love to 25 year old man is the same as to 90 year old man, however I can not enjoy making sport with 90 year old man. As well the love to wife and to uncle is the same as the love to Jesus, however due to biological and divine laws, I can make sex only with wife. Yes, Love in relation to people should not be blind, but with reasoning (if your mother and some girl are drowning, then save your mother first; and put God and His Church first), but Love is always there, and Love is always the same. Can't you give your heart at once to a pen pal and the fiancé? Can you love two people at once? Jesus could, if He would be you.
Woman: "I love you in the sense of desiring God’s best for you and not wishing you to come to harm. But I’m not willing to suffer on your behalf or lay down my life. That is a different measure of love. The latter is agape. What you are describing is phileo and storge."

Even God can put priorities while loving us. It is wise to think before to lay down own life for a (drunk) stranger: ask yourself, will your husband survive lost of you? But that does not mean, that your Love is not perfect. Good people are having perfect love: if they can not help a human, they pray for him.

Opponent: "When I met my husband, I thought he was cute, funny, smart, snappy dresser. Very superficial. Over the years, as we both dug below the surface, we found the love."

If you go deep into your heart, you will discover, that there was the love at first sight: "cute, funny, smart". The idol of hatred (the satan) hates such sincere compliments. "Belinda Carlisle - Circle in the sand"
https://youtu.be/uZ9NDRYguoA

I like to define things and concepts, because Reality is based on definitions. The friendship between a guy and a girl is the real Love; Love, but before marriage. You agree? People are longing to the love at first sight: "Little Big Town - Happy People"
https://youtu.be/DDcJiamY9N8

These three social issues the Love at First Sight fixes:

1. Women will be less violent to children (including fetus and infant), if women get used to God's Truth, that love comes first. As example, any true Christian loves a stranger on a street at first sight [even without talking to him] not so much by feelings, but more by readiness to help: the Christian is ready to call any time the ambulance or police: "All About Helpfulness (song for kids about helping others)"
https://youtu.be/2JuaPK4ReHA

I do not understand why mature Christian like Fr. Jesus Christ needs to grow in love with me? An atheist must repent and start to love, that is simplest thing to do: "So in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this sums up the Law and the Prophets." Matthew 7:12.

2. And the divorce problem will be solved by ending the "Battle of the Sexes": "Never trust an enemy; his wickedness is as destructive as rust. Watch out, and be on guard against him, even if he acts ever so humble. He is like a metal mirror that rusts away if you don't keep it polished. Seat an enemy at your right hand, and the next thing you know he'll be trying to get your own place of honor." Sirach 12:10-18 GNT.
3. Out of sick curiosity (the drive is similar to smoking) women are making scientific tests (known as "sht-tests") on their husbands, but that makes such women not genuine and not reliable, like the satan is.

But almost everybody is more or less mentally sick, because "And we know that we are of God, and the whole world lieth in wickedness." 1 John 5:19, "Strive to enter in at the strait gate: for many, I say unto you, will seek to enter in, and shall not be able." Luke 13:24, "Verily saved ones are like a drop against a wave" 3 Ezra 9:15.

In my working place I am a scientist with experties. The current method of science "scientific skepticism" is not true to Love. It is not Love to authors, who submit research papers to journals, at all. The method of Love is in fact the "scientific trust", and it is always applied to the chosen, prominent authors like Stephen Hawking: all what Stephen says will be published for sure. The beginners in science need to publish under authorship with prominent supervisor, otherwise they will be subjected to severe scientific skepticism.

The unhealthy addiction to scientific skepticism pushes the reader to see a lot of mistakes, inconsistencies, and dubious places in the paper. So now please read text with a strong desire to confirm it: be more like a friend, not an alien referee. If the author says, that he has written a proof, then a polite human considers it as proof. Did not the reader hear about the human factor -- wishful thinking? Latter is the cause of papers questioning global warming.
Try to love the author like `Good Samarian" does to a stranger and look not for refutations (if desired, everything can be refuted through over-pushed imagination, trivial trolling, lies and daily discrimination), but look to confirm the manuscript. However, the globally overused method "scientific skepticism" pushes an author to earn tons of Gold and Platinum to convince editors in his sanity: that the newest open access (with astronomical article processing fees) journals are for.

The reader thinks that we must keep the old system and methods even if they are not entirely healthy for authors because we have no alternatives. No. The method of "scientific trust" is this:

1. While reading the manuscript, a referee felt that a place in the article is doubtful.

2. The referee tries to justify his unpleasant feeling with logic.

3. Having substantiated it with logic, the referee looks for the reasons why the author may still be right within the arguments of the paper: so, e.g., the author is not forced to write appeal like `the referee forgot the text at Eq.(2)!'''

4. If there are no such reasons for all referee's desire to serve the author's interests, then reject the article.
You can always find a violation of the Logic of Aristotle in any hazy text. In any. No one found that in my text.

How luck was defined? One could think, that "Very concept of luck is rooted in notions of fortune and fate--that the universe is deterministic and that there are determined outcomes. One with good luck or good or good fortune has been blessed by fate, determined with good results; in contrast bad luck or bad fortune means one has been determined to bad results. Such a perspective is antithetical to Christianity, indeed heretical, because Christianity rejects fatalism." I would reply: "Speaking in behalf of all denominations today? Do you refer to Vatikan Councils or Eastern Orthodox Councils? Look: the Bible does need interpretaator, because a book does not interpret itself." But now to calm such reader, I am redefining Luck: it is beneficial coincidence (yes, there are bad for a human coincidences, but they are not part of Luck) caused by unpredictable Free-Will of people and angels. God is the source of all that exist. The Love exists, the Creation exists, and Luck do exist. The spirit of Love is the essence of God, so the Love is in fact God. We feel the God, when we feel love. As well the spirit of Creativity, the spirit of luck, the spirit of Rightness anger, the spirit of law and order, the spirit of rulership, is the essence of God. The Spirit of Holiness, the Holy Spirit! That is why it is strongly forbidden in the New Testament to blaspheme the Holy Spirit. Where God gets luck from? My answer is: God is source of Luck.

God is Love and Love is God: "By this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to another." John 13:35 KJV, and Spirit of Wisdom is God: "And wisdom was with thee: which knoweth thy works, and was present when thou madest the world, and knew what was acceptable in thy sight, and right in thy commandments." Wisdom of Solomon 9:9 KJV.

Opponent: "If God is love, then why does satan exist?"

God is God of Existence as well. The evil does not come from God of Existence, thus, the evil and evil ones do not exist: "Adam, where are you?" Genesis 3:9, "Jesus said to them, "Very truly I tell you, unless you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink His blood, you have no life in you." John 6:53, "But Jesus told him, "Follow me, and let the dead bury their own dead." Matthew 8:22, "But we had to celebrate and be glad, because this brother of yours was dead and is alive again; he was lost and is found." Luke 15:32. Look the video: "Does God Exist? did God Create Evil? Albert Einstein True Story"
https://youtu.be/JnUOLbHRQ8E

Look: existence is property, it is, like the color, size, taste. Some thing is not existent (look article "Nothing" in Wikipedia). Existence is defined as all, that comes from God. The sin, the aborts, the homosexuality do not come from God.
Namely, God is the Spirit of. The Spirit of Love, the Spirit of Creativity, the Spirit of Justice, the Spirit of everything that comes from God. Therefore, it is understandable how the Lord did miracles: He is Creativity itself. Therefore, in His essence, He does whatever He wants. So I realized that God is the God of Luck as well. And then the luck is from God, but bad luck is from the devil. See how lucky Jesus Christ was:

They got up, drove Him out of the town, and took Him to the brow of the hill on which the town was built, in order to throw Him off the cliff. But He walked right through the crowd and went on His way. (Luke 4:29-30), Some wanted to seize Him, but no one laid a hand on Him. Finally the temple guards went back to the chief priests and the Pharisees, who asked them, "Why didn't you bring Him in?" "No one ever spoke the way this man does," the guards replied. John 7:44-46.

Jesus was incredibly lucky that the people at the last moment changed their minds to avoid the "extreme measures" in relation to Jesus.

But I have prayed for you, Simon, that your faith may not fail. And when you have turned back, strengthen your brothers." But he replied, “Lord, I am ready to go with you to prison and to death.” Jesus answered, “I tell you, Peter, before the rooster crows today, you will deny three times that you know Me.” Luke 22:32-34.

The Prophet Jesus was incredibly lucky that, having recognized the prophecy, Peter didn’t do otherwise (for example, didn’t escape to another city using his free-will).

So, the God of Luck is lucky enough that the very first attempt to create the universe was perfect: "very good" (Genesis 1, 2).

True Luck is only from God. Can someone, who (with the help of witchcraft) has managed to sleep with Lady Gaga, be called lucky one? If after that he has gone to hell for that?! Here, at the end of the video, Gaga's lover was burned: "Lady Gaga - Bad Romance"
https://youtu.be/qrO4YZeyl0I

Acceptance of the God of Luck is the solution of the paradox as how under the Free Will of Man the Providence of God is possible: after all, if all the people of the Earth suddenly repent, then the Antichrist will not come. Therefore, there is Luck. Thanks to Him, the word of God is Absolute Truth.

Luck from God can be seen in wonderful coincidences, for example, when we think a word, and then see it in a book or hear it from people. With these coincidences, the God of Luck proves Himself to us.

Opponent: "And all the illnesses, insults and difficulties that all the great saints have gone through? By your logic, were they unlucky?"
Lucky, because the more we are tormented here, the more is reward in the afterlife.

Opponent: No "luck" involved, because "the LORD works out everything to its proper end—even the wicked for a day of disaster" (Proverbs 16:4).

How do you call the perfect luck? God is perfect, God is Love and Justice and Wisdom and Luck. He is perfect in all of that. In fact, He is Perfection (in all Good things) itself. The people are longing to Perfection: look the cartoon "Lucky Luke"[1] [https://youtu.be/LsGq2Ts7Zm0]

Opponent: "If God has perfect luck, why the satan (and his sinners) is still evil?"

There is absolute zero chance (because the "snake" was damned by God in Genesis), that satan ever will become good. The satan is like border between Nothingness and Reality. In fact, the satan is Nothing itself, look philosophical article "Nothing" in Wikipedia. If there is a chance (and God's will), that today a sinner repents, then he will repent, because God is Lucky: "Whoever believes in Him is not condemned, but whoever does not believe stands condemned already because they have not believed in the name of God's one and only Son." John 3:18.

A friend asks me: "Are you playing chess?"

Yes, I can, but I will not hurt you ever by winning: Jesus never plays with Father. Any play, where winner are, is not the perfect love then. "God does not play dice" (Albert Einstein).

[1] [https://www.christianforums.com/threads/is-god-lucky.8124653/]

[2] [https://www.christianforums.com/threads/luck.8124443/]